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ABSTRACT

The IIOAB Journal

.

In recent years, the wide availability of complete genome sequences has changed the way we think
about vaccine targets. From a few dozen potential targets we can now count on hundreds of targets
per organism. This candidate vaccine is an extensively scrutinized plethora based on the concept of
reverse vaccinology (RV) with special attention reserved for exported targets, generating promising
results for various organisms. However it should be borne in mind that we still lack effective
vaccines for organisms sequenced within a decade, a period much longer than expected for
producing an effective vaccine by RV. This consideration leads to the reflection that, in the research
on a vaccine, other variables may be as important as choosing a target exported. Attention is paid to
n
the fact that the universe of possibilities for an effective vaccine can be exponential in the order of 2
where n is the number of variables. This review compiles results of some key research using the
concept of RV and raises some potential issues that may be hindering the efficient use of this
technique to attain attractive and promising targets for vaccine research.
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A decade has passed since the term Reverse Vaccinology (RV)
was first introduced [1]. RV starts from the genomic sequence
of a pathogen, which is an expected codified sequence for all the
possible genes expressed in the life cycle of the pathogen. All
Open Reading Frames (ORF's) derived from the genome
sequence can be evaluated with a computer program in order to
determine their ability to be vaccine candidates. Special
attention is given to exported proteins because they are essential
in host pathogen interaction. Examples of this interaction can be
cited: (i) adherence to host cells, (ii) the invasion of the cell to
which there was compliance, (iii) damage to host tissues, (iv)
resistance to environmental stresses from machinery defense of
the cell being infected and finally, (v) mechanisms for
subversion of host immune response [2-5].
The word 'Reverse' from RV can be explained by the reverse
genetics (RG) technique. Before the dawn of genomics, there
have been attempts to discover the responsible genes from one
©IIOAB-India

phenotype. With Crick's Central Dogma (DNA → RNA →
Protein) the research path was reversed. In possession of the
likely gene sequence, several techniques were used to identify
changes in the phenotype of an organism derived from sequence
changes in genes. The principle of the Crick's dogma is also
used by RV, in which possession of a gene sequence is searched
for the possibility of a probable protein encoded by this
sequence to be an antigen capable of stimulating an immune
response in a host organism.
Long before the creation of the term RV, a number of approaches had
been considered to meet the demand of exported proteins in order to
move to the next step of the production of a subunit vaccine [6]. For
example, the research using exported

proteins was motivated as alternative to subunit vaccines based
on polysaccharide capsule of meningococci. Vaccines produced
with such antigens have low capacity to induce a satisfactory
immune response. This research effort on exported proteins
dates back to almost two decades of work searching for a
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vaccine against meningococcal serogroup B, and now it
produces good results. This vaccine currently is the best RV
research results in the production of a subunit vaccine for
Neisseria meningitidis serogroup B. Meningitis caused by
serogroup B (Men B) is responsible for approximately half of
the worldwide incidence of the disease [6] and this research
result for targeted vaccination is commonly used as a reference
card for the RV due to its excellent results. Currently a subunit
vaccine against Men B created with antigens targeted by RV is
selected in clinical trials of phase 2 [7, 8]. The advantages of
RV are still attractive, enabling vaccine research for organisms
whose cultivation in the laboratory remains difficult or
impossible. However, reducing the time of selection by target
proteins is feasibly usable in different species or strains at the
same time and allows selecting vaccine candidates with
possibility of eliciting adaptive immune responses. To achieve
these benefits all we need is to have a sequenced genome, a
personal computer and core software widely known by the
scientific community. These conditions show another advantage
of using RV, the low cost. What we agreeably call the core
software is a set of tools for identifying well-known motifs such
as, for example, SignalP, TMHMM, LipoP, and
HMMSEARCH. In the use of core software there is still room
for innovation when it determined that the choice can be
directed to the identification of vaccine candidates specific to an
organism such as in the case of gram-negative (bilayer) or gram
positive (monolayer) or also placed according to the type of
heuristic for selection of vaccine candidates with specific
characteristics. For example, membrane or exported to the
extracellular environment [9-12].
The concept of RV was adapted to fit a new reality of
widespread availability of genomic data [13]. Instead of doing
the research for vaccine targets in a single strain or subspecies
of an organism, we can do it simultaneously in dozens of
genomes, exploring potential joint antigens or exclusive to
multiple genomes [14]. The possibility of having a large number
of genomes available to implement RV leads to the emergence
of the concept of Pan Genomics RV (PGRV) [8]. PGRV can
also apply the concepts of core, extended, and character
genomes. The core genome in PGRV is composed of exported
genes (genes that transcribes for exported proteins) that are
common to all strains, genes that could be candidates for a
universal vaccine, while the extended genome consists of genes
that are absent in at least one of the strains of the studied species
and the character genome consists of genes that are specific to a
strain [14]. From the standpoint of vaccine, the core and
character genomes would be good candidates to compose a
vaccine that is suitable for all strains studied, without losing
sight of the particularities of specific genes in each strain.

[II] SYSTEMATICAL ANALYZES OF VARIABLES
Considering the motion that many studies using RV are yet to
produce effective vaccines [15], an evidence that the limiting
factors of RV still have considerable strength despite the
enormous advances in genome sequencing has been created
herein. Such limiting factors are insignificant amount of
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currently known antigens and the RV inability to detect nonprotein antigens as polysaccharides and glycolipids [16]. These
major drawbacks could be minimized with introduction of
glycomics and lipidomics studies combined with genomics,
proteomics, and peptidomics approaches in vaccine research
that would culminate in knowledge and discovery of a wider
range of antigens for in silico comparisons as new antigens from
a survey of RV. More so, core software could also be created to
identify patterns in polysaccharides and glycolipids, increasing
the repertoire of antigens of an organism.
A limiting factor to the success of RV is the belief that
identifying a set of exported proteins is the solution to the lack
of production of an effective subunit vaccine against pathogen.
Therefore, there are many possibilities of failure and only one
chance of success; raising three hypothetical questions in
planning a vaccine: (A) “Is the set of antigens suitable?" [17],
(E) “Are antigens expressed in a critical stage of infection?"
[10, 18] and (V) “What is the use of a DNA vaccine?" [19-20].
Supposing that initially, each of these three questions could
have a TRUE or FALSE answer. In this case we can relate the
questions A, E and V into a set of eight (23) possibilities, as
shown in Table 1. It is the end result that matters, (R) "Will the
vaccine be effective? The response is "YES" only if the three
questions are answered with an assertive TRUE; otherwise the
response will invariably be "NO".
Table-1 shows that there are possibilities, as earlier mentioned,
of choosing a set of antigens sufficient to confer
immunogenicity. In other words, there are chances of choosing
a set of antigens effective in conferring immunogenicity, for
example, for only one bacterium strain, or the selection of
antigens not expressed in an important stage of infection or even
the simple act of trying a subunit vaccine instead of DNA
vaccine, though the set of selected antigens are adequate and
expressed.
The planning of a hypothetical vaccine as shown in Table-1 still
leaves room for doubts by not taking the type of immune
response most appropriate to a certain pathogen into
consideration. Supposing, for example, a humoral response is
not the most suitable for the pathogen of this hypothetical
vaccine. Thus, even though (A), (E), and (V) are answered as
TRUE, yet the vaccine could not induce protective immunity
because the most appropriate response lies in the cellular
immunity. So after including a fourth question being a variable
in Table-1, (C) "Does vaccine generate immune response?"
[21], a set of 16 possibilities was obtained (24) among which
there are 15 possibilities of failure and only one possibility that
matters the most.
This hypothetical example of planning a vaccine in Table-1
may explain why only the selection of a set of suitable
candidates still, leaving a lot of variables that can lead to failure
of a vaccine approach. In planning a hypothetical vaccine for
these four questions, even if the question (A) holds, there still
remain seven other possibilities for failure to be adequately
answered.
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Table: 1. Possible vaccine results considering only three variables: The result shows seven failure possibilities and a record of
just one success which matters the most.
(A) “Is the Set of
antigens suitable?”

(E) “Are antigens
expressed in a
critical stage of
infection?”

(V) “Use of a DNA
vaccine?”

(R) “Will the
vaccine be
effective?”

1

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

NOT

2
3

FALSE
FALSE

FALSE
TRUE

TRUE
FALSE

NOT
NOT

4

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

NOT

5
6

TRUE
TRUE

FALSE
FALSE

FALSE
TRUE

NOT
NOT

7

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

NOT

8

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

YES

No

[III] DISCUSSION
The popularization of new technologies of genome sequencing
has led to a substantial increase in the number of complete
genomes for use in PGRV [14]. Given the particularities of the
operating mode of each of various pathogen results and
strategies, these can be used in the search for vaccine targets.
Below are some of the pathogens for which RV has been used,
starting with initial pathogens in the paper described the
concept of RV [1] and as a result, we continue with other
pathogens which do not necessarily affect humans.

3.1. Tuberculosis (TB)
Despite the prediction of decline in the world TB cases, its
incidence continues to grow with more than 10 million cases
reported only in 2010, keeping it among the diseases with the
highest incidence worldwide [22]. Also, despite the vast
amount of research for vaccine against TB, an efficient vaccine
against this global scourge is still a promise. The first
Mycobacterium tuberculosis genome sequence has been
released over a decade [23, 24], but still insufficient to bring
about a promising vaccine against TB. Considering the
availability of complete M. tuberculosis genome sequences, the
global urgency of a final solution against the scourge and the
facility to conduct in silico research, it is inferable that in the
search for vaccines understanding the wide range of research
involving TB comes easier. A simple search for the term
"tuberculosis" in the last three years using the PubMed
database generated over 20 thousands published works that are
directly or indirectly related to TB. RV was applied over M.
tuberculosis H37Rv genome aimed at detecting secreted
proteins, generating evidence of seven proteins as exoproteome
properties that are possible targets for a vaccine [25]. Three
secreted proteins belonging to the cutinase-like protein family
(Culp) was tested and the Culp6 eliciting a strong cellular
response was found [26]. It is the first cellular response
recognized in patients affected by TB. These are examples of
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studies that fit the question (A) “Is the set of antigens
suitable?” and the last example also characterizes the question
(C) "Does vaccine generate immune response?” Although
many of these studies did not explicitly cite the term RV, many
fit the concept and try to get more information about the
functional genome released by special attention to exported
proteins. Questions of type (C) "Does vaccine generate
immune response?" from our hypothetical vaccine shall be
answered by researches for more effective antigens. The
hypothetical protein Rv2626c was found capable of induction
of adaptive and humoral immune responses [27]. However,
using the concept of epitope density was to create a list of
proteins with "hot spots" of the affinity of MHC class II
molecules [28]. A hypothetical protein with high affinity to the
promoter of genes fbp (Ag85 complex) was the result from
search for over expressed factors in proteins from this antigen
complex, a protein that belongs to the protein family of
transcriptional regulators Mars [29].
Hypothetical membrane proteins were tested and evidenced
that Rv0679c protein is expressed in only three strains of M.
tuberculosis, although 26 strains of bacteria that possessed the
gene for this protein were used [18]. Research like this show
attempts to answer questions such as (E), from Table-1 for the
planning of a vaccine, being crucially important as much as the
question of identification of a secreted protein. Another
variable that could be added to the planning table of vaccines
would be (D) "How low is genetic diversity of selected
antigens?" [30]. Included this variable, our universe of
possibilities of failure would increase to 31 (25 - 1). For
example, it was showed that classical vaccine candidates like
genes such as esx, fbpB and Esat-6 would not be affected by
genetic diversity in 88 strains of M. tuberculosis [31]. In this
case the answer is "TRUE", increasing the chances of these
candidates in our hypothetical screening of candidates. Under
the aspect of PGRV, a set of character genes of M. tuberculosis
H37Rv characterized as important for invasion and survival of
the pathogen in the host was found by Al-Attiyah et al. 2010
[21]. Among these genes RD1504 was able to induce a strong
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immune response T-helper (Th) type 1 and may be an
important candidate for vaccine target.

3.2. Group B meningococcus
With rates of 16.9/100,000 for bacterial meningitis and
8.9/100,000 for Neisseria meningitidis and high number of
fatalities in children, meningococcal disease remains a concern
and compounded when considering the short period between
infection and death, which can possibly be only one day [32].
The experience gained by in silico research for candidate
vaccine against Men B [33] was a major factor that led to the
creation of the term RV. In this work most of the antigens
selected in silico and successfully expressed in Escherichia coli
were exported proteins, including lipoproteins, OMP's,
periplasm and membrane proteins. A list of five selected
antigens of this study were tested with the adjuvant aluminum
hydroxide, CpG oligonucleotides or MF59, achieving
antibodies against more than 90% of 85 strains of
meningococci representative of the global population diversity
[7]. Research by adjuvants can also be included as a
requirement to produce an effective vaccine that could be an
additional variable in our planning of a hypothetical vaccine
[Table-1]. It was showed that the amount of factor H, an
important regulator of the complement pathway, is correlated
with the level of expression of GNA1870, suggesting the
inclusion of this protein in the set of antigens of Men B [34].
This research is useful in trying to answer questions of type (E)
“Are antigens expressed in a critical stage of infection?”
[35]. Although there are two vaccines in development for
incorporating the Men B protein named Factor H-binding
protein or fHbp [36]; it has not been possible to produce a
comprehensive vaccine based on this antigen due to its wide
antigenic variety [30, 37]. This variety motivated the
establishment of a nomenclature to categorize this diversity
[38], a study that answers questions such as (D) "How low is
genetic diversity of selected antigens?". The discovery that
convalescent patients develop long-term protective immunity
against N. meningitidis motivated the search for antigens
capable of eliciting such immune response [15]. Contrary to the
RV concept, most of the antigens were found cytoplasmic and
were not able to produce a satisfactory immune response in
guinea pigs. There is also the protein RplY proven to belong to
the cell surface of the pathogen. This result makes it a little
more confusing to answer the question (A) “Is the set of
antigens suitable? ", since most of candidates would not be
exported. After a decade of the first results of RV on N.
meningitidis, suggested antigens continue to be researched. It
was discovered recently that GNA2132 known as a protein
capable of inducing a bactericidal antibody in mice, is also
capable of inducing protective immunity in humans. This
protein is recognized by serum of convalescent patients, and
has been renamed Neisserial Heparin Binding Antigen
(NHBA), which is one of the most promising in the search for a
vaccine against the pathogen [39] and helping to answer
questions of type (C) "Does vaccine generate cellular immune
response?".
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3.3. Staphylococcus aureus
Staphylococcus aureus, a gram positive bacterium remains one
of the major human pathogens and a major cause of nosocomial
infections worldwide. Failure of antibiotic therapy to eradicate
infection is frequently described in literatures and the rate of
resistance to clinically relevant antibiotics, such as methicillin,
is increasing. Furthermore, there has been an increase in the
number of methicillin-resistant S. aureus community-acquired
infections [40]. The high prevalence of infections is
confounded by the ability of the pathogen to readily acquire
genetic elements that confer resistance to antibiotics [41]. The
first S. aureus complete genome was available on the Gene
Bank databases and the Broad Institute since 2007 [42],
followed by other 14 different strains at NCBI. There is need
for decoding the sequences of complete genome of S. aureus
that could offer the possibility for comprehensive screening to
identify the targets for effective vaccine development [43]. So,
it could be interesting to try the answer (D) "How low is
genetic diversity of selected antigens?" when considering
vaccine candidates. Clinical trials with monovalent traditional
vaccines already failed to protect against the disease. Now the
need is to shift from monovalent vaccine development towards
the potential use of multivalent formulations, therapeutic
antibodies, and more systematic and rapid identification of
optimal antigens by applying in silico tools [44]. The RV
concept is most suitable for the S. aureus to meet the research
needs and there are case studies applying it. For example, there
are at least 153 individual antigens characterized with the
immunome of S. aureus [45], despite their subcelular location,
which help to answer the question of type (C) "Does vaccine
generate immune response?". Antibody responses produced
against those antigens are accessible to B cells in vivo, most
likely extracellular and cell wall-associated proteins, but also
non-protein antigens, such as wall teichoic acids (WTA)
lipoteichoic acids (LTA), and peptido glycans (PGN) [45].
Surface protein antigens IsdA, IsdB, SdrD, and SdrE were
tested for its vaccine efficacy in a combination and
individually, the serum IgG titers of immunized mice were
almost the same [46]. Immunodominant antigen B (IsaB) is a
surface protein believed to be a virulence factor, although its
biological functions are not well defined. Its nucleic acidbinding activity is being observed. IsaB has greater affinity for
dsDNA than it has for ssDNA or RNA, there is need to
evaluate and understand the role of IsaB and its nucleic acidbinding activity which are important in establishment and/or
progression of S. aureus infection [47] and to answer questions
like (A) and (C) from our hypothetical vaccine planning.
Immune dominance of extracellular and surface-exposed
proteins has indeed been observed with an S. aureus genomic
expression library, ribosome display, and 2D-IB. Also most
surface associated genes in the core variable genome as well as
a large amount of virulence and resistance factors, and many
are encoded on mobile genetic elements [45], helping to answer
questions like (A) and (D) from our hypothetical vaccine
planning.
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3.4. Corynebacterium diphtheriae
Corynebacterium diphtheriae bacteria are responsible for
Diphtheria. The pathogen produces a toxin that can harm or
destroy body tissues and organs, diphtheria toxin (DT). The
disease primarily affects mucous membranes of the respiratory
tract (Respiratory Diphtheria), although it can also affect the
skin (Cutaneous Diphtheria). The bacteria were identified for
the first time in the 1880's. In the 1890's, the first antitoxin
were developed, and the first vaccine in 1921 [48]. The vaccine
is made of inactive forms of the toxin. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), diphtheria affects people of all
ages, but it is more frequent in non-immunized child. In 2004,
5000 deaths owing to the disease were reported worldwide
[49]. The most effective treatment consists the administration
of diphtheria antitoxin (DAT) associated with the elimination
of the microorganism using appropriate antibiotics. Since the
beginning of the 20th century, many countries produced their
own antitoxin preparation from horses. However many factors
led to fall of this traditional stocks. Among this factors it is
possible to exemplify the lost of economic viability, once the
incidence of the disease has fallen a lot, and public objections
to the use of horses as donors [50]. In the 1990's, the lack of
DAT and vaccines were the two major causes behind the
outbreak of diphtheria in the former Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR) states. Between 1990 and 1998, more than
157,000 cases and 5,000 deaths were registered, which
represented 80% of diphtheria reports worldwide [51]. This
was the major diphtheria epidemic since the 1950's, when the
spread of immunization had began. The first genome
annotation of C. diphtheriae was released in 2003 [52]. With
the genome published, Hansmeier et al. mapped and analyzed
the extracellular and membrane surface of the C7s(-)toxlineage. This work identified unambiguously ~32% (85/263) of
the protein previously described as being extracellular. There
were 107 extracellular proteins and 53 of the cell surface,
representing a total of 85 different proteins [53]. The
importance of this study is to identify secreted proteins, once
they can be involved in important interactions between bacteria
and host, helping to plan for a vaccine according to the
variables in table 1, more specifically question (A) “Is the set
of antigens suitable?”, characterizing a RV research.
Another possible question is (P) "Is the antigen in a
Pathogenicity Island (PAI)?" [54]. In order to try answer such
question for the model C. diphtheriae, a comparative genomic
hybridization of different strains was made against the specie
reference strain [54]. Now, our hypothetical vaccine planning
could become more complicated, reaching a total of 63 (26 -1)
failure possibilities. C7(-) strain was suggested to lack 11 PAIs
among 13, while strain PW8, isolated earlier than the C7(-)
strain, were lacking only 3 regions related to PAIs.
Additionally, a large genomic diversity among various C.
diphtheriae strains and clinical isolates were observed.
Although the difference between C7(-) strain was higher than
the PW8, the adhesion of C7(-) were comparable to the
reference strain, while PW8 showed reduce adherence
©IIOAB-India

compared to the other strains [54]. This is some odd result
considering that adhesions of C. diphtheriae to human
epithelial cells followed by internalization are signs of
pathogenicity.
Searching the literature we can also find studies about the pilli,
a very important structure in the adherence of the bacteria and
the host [55, 56]. These structures are often involved in the
initial adhesion of the bacteria to host tissues during
colonization and so helps answer the question (A) “Is the set
of antigens suitable?” Besides having a structural importance,
there are some reports in the literature stating that it might be
an important vaccine target, as it is critical in the invasion
process [57, 58]. This also helps answer the question (E) “Are
antigens expressed in a critical stage of infection?”
Compared to the research of vaccine targets of other pathogens
in this review, the research on targets of C. diphtheriae is less
intensive. This apparent calm may be associated with the
impression that diphtheria is controlled and that existing
vaccines, mostly based on only one antigen, is sufficient to
control the disease. However, a feature that makes the
development of a vaccine against the bacteria very interesting
is the raise of the nontoxigenic strains. Although they don't
release the DT in the organism, they are capable of causing
morbidity and death [59]. They were isolated from injection
drug users in Switzerland [60], homeless alcoholics in France
[61], and from poor populations of Vancouver, Canada [59]. In
addition, an increasing proportion of strains isolated in the
United Kingdom are nontoxigenic [62]. For such non toxic C.
diphtheriae strains it is possible that the search for adequate
variables also can make the difference between a vaccine
success or failure.

[V] CONCLUSION
Despite the extensive use of the initial concept of RV and
advanced rated results in the search for vaccines against certain
pathogens, in general its best and most practical results are still
expected. This conclusion is based on fact that the genome
sequences of some of the major human pathogens are known
longer than the average time required for RV application and
promising vaccine against these pathogens still seems far away.
Also despite the limitations of RV, this is a low cost technique,
fully feasible of use into the plethora of genomic data being
generated. It is justifiable to use it in a broader range of
pathogens. It is possible that for some of the major human and
animal pathogens we can find an appropriate combination of
antigens enabling the creation of effective vaccines capable of
improving the people’s quality of live directly through
prevention of diseases or indirectly by improving the economic
conditions dependent on breeding. However, as shown in the
hypothetical example of planning a vaccine, the discovery of
suitable antigens could be a small part of the problem of
producing an effective vaccine, but never the less important.
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